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Summary 

 

Temporary overvoltages (TOVs) are undamped or little damped power-frequency 

overvoltages of relatively long duration (i.e., seconds, even minutes). These 

overvoltages are typically caused by faults to ground, resonance conditions, load 

rejection, energization of unloaded transformers, or a combination of these. Resonance 

is a synchronization between a natural oscillation of the power system and the 

frequency of an external sinusoidal source. This phenomenon leads to increased 

voltages and/or currents. A variation can be found in what is called ferro-resonance. 

This term applies to a wide variety of interactions between capacitors and iron-core 

magnetizing inductances that again can result in high overvoltages and cause failures in 

transformers, cables, and arresters. On the other hand, the load rejection phenomenon is 

a sudden three-pole switching event of a system with three similar phase-to ground 

voltage rises, resulting in the same relative overvoltages phase-to-ground and phase-to-

phase. Resonance overvoltages may appear also when a line and a transformer are 

energized together. Re-energizing a transformer can cause high inrush currents due to 

the nonlinear behavior of its core. Those currents can have a high magnitude with a 

significant harmonic content. 

 

(TOVs) can be classified according to their frequency of oscillation, being higher, equal 

or lower than the power frequency. The chapter is structured basically in two parts: 

modeling guidelines that can be applied for calculating TOVs, with special mention to 

the required power-frequency models (power sources, lines and cables, transformers, 

loads, etc) for the transient analysis; and description, in detail, of the analysis and 

simulation of the most common types of TOVs. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

TOVs are undamped or weakly damped oscillatory phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase or 

longitudinal voltage stresses of relatively long duration (i.e., seconds, even minutes). 

They are often preceded by a transient overvoltage resulting from a switching operation, 

and caused under operating conditions with very little damping, a condition that can be 

often associated with light load or no load at all. It can also be assumed that there is 

either a source of voltage driving the system at an elevated level or some mechanism 

that is counteracting the damping (IEC 60071-1, 2010; IEC 60071-2, 1996; IEEE Std 

C62.82.1, 2010; IEEE Std 1313.2, 1999; Glavitsch, 1980). 

 

TOVs are characterized by their amplitudes, their voltage shape and their duration. All 

parameters depend on the origin of the overvoltages, and amplitudes and shapes may 

even vary during the overvoltage duration (IEC 60071-1, 2010; IEEE Std C62.82.1, 

2010). They can also be characterized by their oscillating frequency (Glavitsch, 1980). 
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The representative TOV is characterized by a standard short duration (1 min) power-

frequency waveshape (IEC 60071-1, 2010; IEEE Std C62.82.1, 2010). 

 

The form, frequency and ways of initiation of TOVs offer various possibilities for their 

classification. TOVs can be classified upon their origin, by the mechanism by which 

they are sustained, or by their oscillating frequency, which may be equal, higher or 

lower than the natural power frequency of the system.  

 

The most frequent causes of TOVs are faults to ground, load rejection, resonance and 

ferro-resonance. Except for some types of resonances and for ferro-resonance, these 

causes are also associated to slow-front overvoltages. For instance, a phase-to-ground 

fault can cause a slow-front overvoltage during fault initiation and clearing, and a TOV 

when the during-fault steady-state condition is reached. 

 

A summary of the main causes that lead to TOVs is presented below. 

 

Faults to ground: Phase-to-ground faults may produce power frequency phase-to-

ground overvoltages on the unfaulted phases. TOVs between phases or across 

longitudinal insulation normally do not arise (IEC 60071-2, 1996). The overvoltage 

magnitude depends on the system grounding and on the fault location. The duration of 

the overvoltage corresponds to the duration of the fault (until fault clearing). In 

effectively grounded systems, the TOV is about 1.3 pu and the duration of the 

overvoltage, including fault clearing, is generally less than 1 s. In resonant grounded 

systems the TOV is about 1.73 pu or greater and, with fault clearing, the duration is 

generally less than 10 s. Depending on the system configuration, separated portions of 

the system may become ungrounded during fault clearing, and high overvoltages can be 

produced in the separated part.  

 

Load rejection: Overvoltages may arise when a loaded system becomes suddenly 

unloaded. Phase-to-ground and longitudinal TOVs caused by load rejection are a 

function of the rejected load, the system topology after disconnection, and the 

characteristics of the sources (e.g., speed and voltage regulators of generators). In a 

symmetrical three-phase power system the same relative overvoltages occur phase-to-

ground and phase-to-phase. The longitudinal TOVs depend on whether phase angle 

difference is possible, the worst possible situation being a phase opposition; such 

situation can occur when the voltages on each side of the open switching device are not 

synchronized. A distinction should be made between various system configurations 

when large loads are rejected. The rises may be especially important in the case of load 

rejection at the remote end of a long line (Ferranti effect) and they mainly affect the 

apparatus at the station connected on the source side of the remote open circuit-breaker. 

A system with relatively short lines and high short circuit power at terminal stations will 

have low overvoltages, whereas a system with long lines and low short circuit power at 

generating sites (which are usual in the extra-high voltage range at their initial stage) 

will have high overvoltages. 

 

Resonance and ferro-resonance: TOVs may arise from the interaction of capacitive 

elements (lines, cables, series capacitors) and inductive elements (transformers, shunt 

reactors). The resonant overvoltage is initiated by a sudden change in the system 
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configuration (e.g., load rejection, single-phase switching of a transformer terminated 

line, isolation of a bus potential transformer through breaker capacitance, connection of 

a capacitor bank). Resonant and ferro-resonant overvoltages can have magnitudes 

greater than 3.0 pu and last until the condition is cleared or a power component is 

damaged. 

 

Transformer energization: Resonance overvoltages can occur when a line and an 

unloaded or lightly loaded transformer are energized together. The transformer can 

cause inrush currents due to the nonlinear behavior of its core. The inrush currents, 

which can have a high magnitude with a significant harmonic content, will interact with 

the power system, whose frequency response may exhibit a resonance at a frequency 

included in the transformer inrush current. The consequence may be a long-duration 

resonant TOV (Durbak, 2006).  

 

Combinations of temporary overvoltage origins: The combination of TOVs of different 

origin may lead to higher arrester ratings and consequently to higher protection and 

insulation levels. The combination ground fault with load rejection is an example that 

can occur when, during a fault on the line, the load side breaker opens first and the 

disconnected load causes a load rejection overvoltage in the faulted part of the system 

before the supply side circuit-breaker opens (IEC 60071-2, 1996). This combination can 

also exist when a large load is switched off and the subsequent TOV causes a ground 

fault on the remaining system. The probability of such an event, however, is small, 

when the overvoltages due to the change of load are themselves small and a subsequent 

fault is only likely to occur in extreme conditions; e.g., under heavy pollution. The 

combination can further occur as a result of a line fault followed by failure of a circuit-

breaker to open. The probability of such a combination, although small, is not negligible 

since these events are not statistically independent. Such an occurrence, which results 

from a generator connected through a transformer to a faulted long line, can result in a 

significant slow-front transient overvoltage on the healthy phase and a prolonged 

variable TOV which is a function of generator characteristics and governor-voltage 

regulator actions. When the probability of such combinations is assumed high, system 

studies are recommended. The combination of resonance phenomena with other origins 

should only be considered as an additional result of these resonances, since these 

phenomena must be avoided. When resonance phenomena cannot be avoided, it is also 

recommendable to carry out detailed studies. 

 

Longitudinal overvoltages may occur during synchronization due to phase opposition at 

both sides of the switch. The representative longitudinal TOVs are derived from the 

expected overvoltage, which has amplitude equal to twice the phase-to-ground 

operating voltage and duration of several seconds to some minutes. When 

synchronization is frequent, the probability of occurrence of a ground fault and 

consequent overvoltage shall be considered; in such cases the representative overvoltage 

amplitudes are the sum of the assumed maximum ground-fault overvoltage on one 

terminal and the continuous operating voltage in phase opposition on the other (IEC 

60071-2, 1996). 

 

A classification based on the frequency of oscillation distinguishes three classes of 

TOVs (Glavitsch, 1980). 
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 Overvoltages with a frequency of oscillation equal to the power frequency: This 

group includes overvoltages at or near the power frequency being the waveshape 

either a pure sinusoid or with a low harmonic content/distortion. The voltage 

shape will usually exhibit a slowly decaying. This type of overvoltage is usually 

preceded by a transient overvoltage immediately after the causing event; e.g. a 

switching operation. Overvoltages caused after line energization, as well as 

overvoltages arising under linear conditions, belong to this group. 

 Overvoltages with a frequency of oscillation higher than the power frequency: In 

general, they are due to nonlinearities, which can result from power electronics, 

saturated magnetic characteristics of transformers, shunt reactors, and 

measurement transformers. Although these overvoltages are always a 

superposition of harmonics and the fundamental, the harmonic component is 

dominant. TOVs of this type may also be preceded by transients or some other 

abnormal state. 

 Overvoltages with a frequency of oscillation lower than the power frequency: 

They are either true sub-harmonic voltages or voltages of a frequency below the 

power frequency. These overvoltages usually appear across series capacitors. 

Often it is not the voltage itself which is a nuisance, but the sub-harmonic or low-

frequency current. 

 

For a more extended list of TOVs, their causes and characterization, see (German & 

Haddad, 2004). 

 

The analytical means for the assessment of TOVs can be categorized according to the 

type and origin. Power-frequency overvoltages originating from a weak supply and 

insufficient reactive compensation can be most easily analyzed by linear models, but the 

analysis of systems with harmonics of all sorts requires nonlinear and iterative 

techniques.  Several means for the reduction or mitigation of TOVs have been 

developed because their origin is not unique. The list of methods includes damping 

measures, reactive compensation, and the use of surge arresters. 

 

TOVs are used to select surge arresters; that is, arresters are selected to withstand these 

overvoltages, which are not usually limited by surge arresters. The TOV level has 

become a determining parameter for selecting the rated voltage of arresters and thus the 

permanent overvoltage level of the material in general. Resonant and ferro-resonant 

overvoltages are an exception and they should not be used for arrester selection, instead 

they should be limited by detuning the system from the resonant frequency, by changing 

the system configuration, or by installing damping resistors. The following section 

summarizes the modeling guidelines that can be applied for calculating TOVs. The 

main sections of the chapter are dedicated to the analysis and simulation of the most 

common types of TOVs, although a special attention is paid to the phenomenon of 

ferro-resonance. 

 

2. Modeling Guidelines for Analysis of Temporary Overvoltages 

 

TOVs arise with frequencies close to the power frequency, usually below 1 kHz, so the 

models required for their analysis are power-frequency models for which the frequency 

dependence of parameters is not usually a concern.  
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A methodology for analysis of TOVs is presented in IEC TR 60071-4 (2004), which 

provides guidelines for representing components and for determining the study zone, 

and a discussion about the required input data. The IEC report does not cover ferro-

resonance. 

 

A summary of the guidelines proposed in the literature is presented below; for more 

details see CIGRE WG 33.02 (1990), Gole, Martinez-Velasco, & Keri (1998), and IEC 

TR 60071-4 (2004). 

 

 The power supply model will depend on the case study. It can be represented as an 

ideal voltage source in series with a three-phase impedance (specified by its 

positive- and zero-sequence impedances), as a synchronous generator, or as a 

network equivalent whose impedance has been fitted in a frequency range typically 

below 1 kHz. If a synchronous generator model is required, then it can be 

represented by the generalized Park’s model with complete models of the electrical 

and mechanical parts, including saturation, and control units. Since the dynamic 

behavior of generators does not significantly influence TOVs, an alternative option 

is to represent generators by a sine wave source behind their subtransient reactance, 

with phases of voltage sources determined from load-flow results. 

 Lines and cables can be described either by a distributed line model with 

frequency-dependent parameters, fitted within a range of a few kHz, or by a 

lumped-parameter frequency-independent pi model. A lumped-parameter model 

can be accurate enough for TOV analysis, because the positive sequence resistance 

and inductance do not significantly vary below 1 kHz (CIGRE WG 33.02, 1990), 

which covers the frequency range of phenomena related to most TOVs. Lines and 

cables can be represented by a pi-equivalent with parameters calculated at power 

frequency, although in some cases zero-sequence parameters must be fitted in a 

frequency range of up 1 kHz. The number of pi-sections required for representing a 

line/cable will depend on the length and the frequency range of the phenomena to 

be analyzed; a rule is to consider one pi-cell per harmonic multiple of the 

fundamental. Line transpositions and cable cross-bonding will also affect the 

number of pi-sections. 

 Corona effect is required only when the overvoltage can exceed the ionization 

threshold.  

 Models of line towers and insulators are not required, although footing impedance 

models may be required in some fault calculations; in such case a low-frequency 

low-current model will suffice. 

 Models for transformers, shunt reactors and capacitor banks will be usually 

required. Transformer models should be implemented with caution, mainly in ferro-

resonant studies. For most TOV studies, the transformer model must include the 

winding resistances, the leakage inductances, as well as the magnetizing 

characteristics of the core. To account for remnant fluxes in the iron core, hysteresis 

has to be included in the model. The remnant fluxes in the transformer core can be 

obtained via the integration of the voltages measured on the transformer windings 

during its disconnection. In ferro-resonance studies, the most critical part is the 

model of the transformer core and its saturation characteristics. Take into account 

that a saturable reactance can be a source of harmonics which may cause resonance 

problems. 
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 Models for loads and power electronic converters can be also required. As a rule of 

thumb a no load condition will usually represent the most conservative scenario, 

since load adds damping. However, in some cases a load model may be required to 

limit the conditions under which overvoltages can arise. Different approaches for 

representing loads were presented in IEC TR 60071-4 (2004). Loads and shunt 

devices, such as capacitors and reactors, can be modeled as constant impedances, 

calculated at power frequency. Models of power electronic converters are usually 

required mainly when the converter can be the source of harmonics that can cause 

resonance overvoltages. In such cases, including filter models is mandatory. 

 Circuit breakers in a time-domain simulation of TOVs are mostly needed to control 

the closing time. They can be represented as ideal switches. 

 Substation busbars models are not required since it can be assumed that the voltage 

is the same in the whole substation. However, some substation equipment and the 

substation ground grid may be required. For instance, the model of a voltage 

transformer can be critical in some ferro-resonance studies. 

 

TOVs are used to select arresters, and the arrester model is not usually required. 

However, there are some exceptions for which the arrester model can be important; for 

instance, in the study of ferro-resonant overvoltages when arresters are installed. 

 

3. Faults to Ground 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

The magnitude of overvoltages due to ground faults depend on the method of system 

grounding (i.e., solidly grounded, resistance grounded, high resistance grounded or 

ungrounded systems), the equivalent sequence impedances see from the fault location, 

and the fault impedance. Their duration depend on the fault clearance times, and 

therefore, on the design of the protection system. An estimation of the duration and 

magnitude of these overvoltages is crucial for selection of surge arresters in most power 

systems. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Voltage shifts as a function of the grounding configuration. 

 

The system grounding configuration determines the overvoltages that can occur during 

a fault to ground. A single phase-to-ground fault shifts the ground potential at the fault 

location, depending on the severity of this shift on the grounding configuration (see 
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Figure 1). On a solidly grounded system with a good return path to the grounding 

source, the shift is usually negligible. On an ungrounded system, a full offset may occur 

and the phase-to-ground voltage on the unfaulted phases approaches the phase-to-phase 

voltage. On a multi-grounded distribution system with a solidly grounded station 

transformer, overvoltages above 1.3 pu are rare (EPRI Report, 2005). 

 

3.2. Calculation of Ground Fault Overvoltages 

 

The single phase-to-ground fault is the most important cause of TOVs in power 

systems, since in most system configurations this type of fault produces the maximum 

fault voltages. 

 

Two factors may be used to measure this type of overvoltage (EPRI Report, 2005; 

Hileman, 1999; IEEE Std C62.22, 1997; IEC Std 60099-5, 2000): 

 

 Coefficient of grounding (COG) 

 

LN

LL

COG
V

V


  (1) 

 

 Earth fault factor (EFF) 

 

LN

LN

EFF
V

V


  (2) 

 

where LNV   is the maximum phase-to-ground voltage on the unfaulted phases during a 

fault, and LNV , LLV  are respectively the nominal phase-to-neutral and phase-to-phase 

voltages. 

 

Obviously: 

 

COG3EFF   (3) 

 

Consider the diagram shown in Figure 2. The equivalent circuit from the fault location 

is reduced to a three-phase symmetrical voltage source in series with the sequence 

impedances seen from this location. 

 
 

Figure 2. Equivalent circuit for calculation of ground fault overvoltages. 
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For a single phase-to-ground fault on phase A, the voltages on the unfaulted phases are 

(Das, 2002; Das, 2010): 

 

 2
F f 2 0
B

1 2 0 f

3 3

3

a Z j Z aZ
V E

Z Z Z Z

  
 

  
 (4a) 

 

 2
f 2 0F

C

1 2 0 f

3 3

3

aZ j Z a Z
V E

Z Z Z Z

  
 

  
 (4b) 

 

where º1201a . 1Z , 2Z  and 0Z  are respectively the positive-, negative- and zero-

sequence impedances seen from the fault location. fZ  is the fault impedance and E  is 

the phase-to-neutral voltage magnitude prior to the fault. 

 

From the above results it follows that for 00 Z , the voltages of the unfaulted phases 

have the same magnitude, and when 0Z , the magnitude of both voltages tends to 

the phase-to-phase voltage. Very high voltages occur when the difference between the 

phase angles of 1Z  and 0Z  is greater than 90º. In practice, this is only possible in power 

systems with isolated neutral, and because the zero sequence impedance is capacitive, 

whereas the positive and negative sequence impedances have an inductive character. 

 

When 21 ZZ  , the voltages at the unfaulted phases are (EPRI Report, 2005; Das, 2002; 

Das, 2010): 

 

F 2 1 0
B

1 0 f2 3

Z Z
V a E

Z Z Z

 
   

  
 (5a) 

 

F 1 0
C

1 0 f2 3

Z Z
V a E

Z Z Z

 
   

  
 (5b) 

 

For a double phase-to-ground fault on phases B and C, the voltage on the unfaulted 

phase is: 

 

F 0 f
A

1 0 f

3 6

2 6

Z Z
V E

Z Z Z

 
  

  
 (6) 

 

In some special cases, the double phase-to-ground fault causes overvoltages that are 

slightly higher than the single phase-to-ground fault. But because single phase-to-

ground faults are so much more common, the analysis is based on these faults, for 

which the resulting voltage on the unfaulted phases is always higher when the fault 

impedance is zero, which may not be always the case for double phase-to-ground faults. 

A system is effectively grounded if the coefficient of grounding is less than or equal to 

80% (so the earth fault factor is less than 138%) (EPRI Report, 2005). This situation is 

met approximately when 3/ 10 XX  and 3/ 10 XR . 
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Solidly grounded systems (i.e., systems where no intentional impedance is introduced 

between system neutral and ground) generally meet the definition of effectively 

grounded, since the ratio 10 / XX  is positive and less than 3.0 and the ratio 00 / XR  is 

positive and less than 1.0, where 
1X , 0X , and 0R  are the positive sequence reactance, 

zero sequence reactance, and zero sequence resistance, respectively. These systems are, 

generally, characterized by a COG of about 0.8. 

 

It is difficult to assign 10 / XX  and 00 / XR  values for ungrounded systems (i.e., systems 

with no intentional connection to ground except through potential transformers, 

metering devices of high impedance or distributed phase capacitances), since the ratio 

10 / XX  is negative and may vary from low to high values. The COG may approach 1.2 

pu. For values of 10 / XX  between 0 and –40, the possibility of resonance with 

consequent generation of high voltages exists. 

 

Table 1 provides some typical values of the coefficient of grounding for different 

grounding systems (Hileman, 1999; IEEE Std C62.22, 1997; IEC Std 60099-5, 2000). 

 

System grounding COG (pu) 

Grounded systems  

 High short-circuit capacity 0.69 to 0.80 

 Low short-circuit capacity 0.69 to 0.87 

 Low impedance 0.80 to 1.0 

Resonant grounded systems  

 Meshed network 1.0 

 Radial lines 1.0 to 1.15 

Isolated systems  

 Distribution 1.0 to 1.04 

 

Table 1. Typical values for the Coefficient of Grounding – Faults to Ground 

 

The COG can be calculated by the equations described below (Das, 2002; Das, 2010): 

 Single phase-to-ground fault: 

 














 1

2

3

2

1
COG    B  Phase j

k

k
 (7a) 














 1
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3

2
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k
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 (7b) 

 

 Double phase-to-ground fault: 

 

k

k

21

3
COGA      Phase


  (8) 
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where k  is given by: 

 

1

0

Z

Z
k   (9) 

 

When the fault impedance is just a resistance, k  can be modified as follows to take into 

account the fault resistance (Das, 2010): 

 

0 f 0

1 f 1

R R jX
k

R R jX

 


 
 single phase-to-ground fault (10a) 

0 f 0

1 f 1

2

2

R R jX
k

R R jX

 


 
 double phase-to-ground fault (10b) 

 

If resistances are neglected, then the above equations reduce to: 

 

k

kk






2

1
COG

2

 single phase-to-ground fault (11a) 

k

k

21

3
COG


  double phase-to-ground fault (11b) 

 

where 

 

1

0

X

X
k   (12) 

 

Figure 3 shows the EFF as a function of sequence impedances, namely the ratios 

11 / XR , 10 / XX  and 10 / XR  assuming that 21 XX   (IEC 60071-2, 1996); see also 

(EPRI Report, 2005). The numbers on the curves indicate the EFF for the area bonded 

by the curve and the axes. All impedances must be on the same MVA base.  

 

In general, fault resistance will reduce EFF, except in low-resistance systems. In 

extended resonant-grounded networks, the earth fault factor may be higher at other 

locations than the fault. The range of high values for 10 / XX  positive and/or negative, 

apply to resonant grounded or isolated neutral systems; low values of positive 10 / XX  

apply to grounded neutral systems, whereas low values of negative 10 / XX  is not 

suitable for practical application due to resonant conditions (IEC 60071-2, 1996). 
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Figure 3. Earth fault factor in per unit for phase-to-ground faults (the contours mark the 

threshold of voltage). 

 

3.3. Case Study 

 

Figure 4 shows the diagram of the test system, in which a 110 kV subtransmission line 

is fed from a step-down transformer. The transformer is Y-Y connected being the 

neutral at the 220 kV side ungrounded, while the neutral at the 110 kV side will be 

connected to ground with a reactor of variable impedance. The subsequent plots depict 

the initial transient overvoltage and the TOVs that result when provoking both single-

phase-to-ground and double-phase-to-ground faults at the sending end of the line with 

two different combinations of positive- and zero-sequence impedances. All simulation 

results were derived from the assumption of bolted fault; that is f 0Z  . 
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Figure 4: Fault overvoltage study. (a) Diagram of the test system. Simulation results: (b) 

Single-phase-to-ground fault – º795.2321  ZZ , º90203500 Z , f 0Z   . (c) 

Double-phase-to-ground fault – º795.2321  ZZ , º90203500 Z , f 0Z   . (d) 

Single-phase-to-ground fault – º795.2321  ZZ , º805.680 Z , f 0Z   . (e) 

Double-phase-to-ground fault – º795.2321  ZZ , º805.680 Z , f 0Z   . 

 

From the formulas presented above the following coefficients are obtained: 

 For º795.2321  ZZ , º90203500 Z , f 0Z    

º11866k , EFF for single-phase-to-ground fault ≈ 1.73, EFF for double-phase-

to-ground fault ≈ 1.50 

 For º795.2321  ZZ , º805.680 Z , f 0Z    
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º191.2 k , EFF for single-phase-to-ground fault ≈ 1.24, EFF for double-phase-

to-ground fault ≈ 1.28 

 

Since the peak voltage in all phases prior to the fault is 99 kV, it is easy to check that 

the peak voltage of the resulting steady-state voltage in the unfaulted phases is in all 

cases very close to the voltage that results from using the above factors. Take into 

account that a value of 99 kV is about 10% above the rated peak voltage of a 110 kV 

system. 

 

Observe that for an ungrounded system (i.e., a non-effectively grounded system), the 

peak voltage that results during the initial transient reaches very high values, namely 

about 2.5 pu in the case of single-phase-to-ground fault, and little more than 2 pu in the 

case of a double-phase-to-ground fault. 

 

4. Load Rejection 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 

Load rejection is a sudden three-pole switching event of a system with three similar 

phase-to-ground voltage rises; therefore, the same relative overvoltages occur phase-to-

ground and phase-to-phase, so phase-to-ground and longitudinal TOVs may occur after 

load rejection. The voltage rises depend on the rejected load; they may be especially 

important in the case of load rejection at the remote end of a long line due to Ferranti 

effect. 

 

4.2. Calculation of Load Rejection Overvoltages 

 

Power flow across an impedance causes a voltage difference between the sending and 

receiving ends when the load has an inductive component. If the load is suddenly 

disconnected, a power-frequency voltage increase may result at the point of load 

connection. Although an electromagnetic transient occurs and it causes voltage surges in 

the system, for voltage rise estimation the system can be simply modeled by reducing it 

to the power-frequency short-circuit impedance seen from the point of load connection. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Diagram and equivalent circuit of the test system for load rejection analysis. 
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Consider the system depicted in Figure 5. It is a very general configuration for load 

rejection analysis that consists of a generator, a step-up transformer and a transmission 

line (although it may also be a cable). Note that the generator is represented by its 

internal emf behind its subtransient reactance, the transformer model includes its short-

circuit impedance (in this case referred to its secondary side), and the line is represented 

by it pi-equivalent model with constant parameters calculated at power frequency. 

Assume that the transformation ratio of the transformer can be variable. The model is 

single-phase since the transient process is assumed symmetrical. 

 

Under steady state conditions, the excitation of the generator and the regulation of the 

step-up transformer are controlled in such a way that the operating voltages do not 

exceed the highest permissible voltage of the system. Due to the loading, the internal 

voltage of the generator will be higher or much higher than 1 pu. After a sudden load 

shedding, an overexcited generator will remain supplying the transformer and the open 

circuited transmission line. This change of the system configuration can lead to a 

power-frequency TOV, which can be mitigated by the generator exciter within a few 

seconds. 

 

The phenomena that occur after load rejection in the three main components may be 

summarized as follows. 

 

Generator: The transient event can be approximated by using the equivalent circuit 

shown in Figure 5 in which the generator is represented by a constant voltage source 

behind its subtransient impedance. If the current change is assumed to be sudden, the 

subtransient voltage that appears in the shape of the terminal voltage depends on both 

the initial steady state and the subtransient reactance.  

 

Without a voltage regulator, the terminal voltage of the generator rises, being the 

process governed by the no-load time constants. Since such a voltage stress may not be 

acceptable, a fast voltage regulation is needed. In the moment of load rejection the 

exciting voltage may even reverse, and after a few hundred milliseconds it is set to the 

no-load exciting voltage. 

 

Transformer: The load current under normal operating conditions produces a voltage 

drop over the short circuit impedance of a transformer. This voltage drop can be 

compensated by the voltage regulator of the transformer. In any case, the secondary 

voltage will not exceed the maximum permissible voltage. However, after load rejection 

the secondary voltage goes up and may exceed the maximum voltage; that is, the 

magnitude of the secondary voltage rises to the no-load voltage condition, which due to 

the transformation ratio of the transformer can exceed the rated voltage. 

 

Transmission line/cable: TOVs of power frequency occur after a load rejection at the 

receiving end of long transmission lines or cables because of their capacitive charge 

current, which leads to a negative voltage drop over the series impedances of the pi-

equivalent circuit of the line or cable. Due to the Ferranti effect, the voltage at the open 

end of the line/cable will usually exceed the voltage at the sending end after load 

rejection. 
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Table 2 shows the steady state equations and the approximated voltage rise that occurs 

in each component after load rejection. 

 

Component Steady state equations Voltage rise 

Generator IXjVE dG
  

E  is the internal emf 

GV  is the terminal voltage 

dX   is the d-axis subtransient reactance 

GoG VVV  )(  

EV oG
)(  

G

Gd

V

QX
V


  

)(oGV  is the voltage at the 

secondary side after load 

rejection (i.e., with 0I ) 

GQ  is the reactive power 

supplied by the generator 

before load rejection 

Transformer  

tII

IZVtV

SP

SscSP

/


 

PV , SV  are the voltages at the primary 

and secondary side, respectively 

PI , SI  are the currents at the primary 

and secondary side, respectively 

t  is the transformation ratio, which is 

controlled by the transformer regula-

tor 

scZ  is the short-circuit impedance 

referred to the secondary side 

SoS VVV  )(  

t

V
V P

oS )(  

S

SscSsc

V

QXPR
V


  

)(oSV  is the voltage at the 

secondary side after load 

rejection (i.e., with 0SI ) 

scR , scX  are the short-circuit 

resistance and reactance, 

respectively 

SP , SQ  are the active and 

reactive power at the 

secondary side before load 

rejection 

Transmission 

line 
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SV , RV  are the voltages at the sending 

and receiving end, respectively 

SI , RI are the currents at the sending 

and receiving end, respectively 

RoR VVV  )(  

cosh
)(

S
oR

V
V   

)(oRV  is the voltage at the 

receiving end after load 

rejection (i.e., with 0RI ) 
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  is the propagation constant 

sZ  is the surge impedance 

R , L , G , C  are the parameters per 

unit length 

f  is the power frequency 

  is the line length 

 

Table 2. Voltage rise at the power system components after load rejection 

 

The equations of the table were derived by assuming that the load is disconnected at the 

terminals of the respective component. This is not the case of the system shown in 

Figure 5 since after load rejection at the receiving end of the transmission line, the no-

load condition is strictly correct for the transmission line, but not for the transformer 

and the generator.  

 

After load rejection the line remains under voltage and generating capacitive power; 

therefore the currents at the secondary side of the transformer and the generator 

terminals are not zero; in fact the currents for these two components can be large and 

capacitive, which will produce Ferranti effect and voltage rises larger than those 

obtained from the expressions given in the table. 

 

Under such condition, the voltage rise at the generator and transformer terminals can be 

more accurately obtained by increasing the reactive power of the load with the 

capacitive power generated by the transmission line under no load condition. That is: 

 

d G

G

( )X Q Q
V

V

 
   for the generator (13a) 

 

sc S sc S

S

( )R P X Q Q
V

V

 
   for the transformer (13b) 

 

where the reactive power generated by the line at its sending end when it is unloaded 

can be approximated by the following expression: 

 

2
S

s

tan
Q V

Z


  (14) 

 

In the above equations, the subscripts G,  , and S stand respectively for generator, line 

and sending end. Symbols used for variables and parameters are explained in Table 2. 

The value of the voltage at the sending end of the transmission line may significantly 

increase after load rejection since there can be a voltage rise at the secondary side of the 

transformer.  

 

It is also important to consider the possibility that the reactive power at the generator 

terminals and the secondary side of the transformer is leading before load rejection; that 
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is, the reactive power generated by the transmission line (or cable) is larger or much 

larger that the reactive power of the load at the receiving end of the line (or cable). 

 

4.3. Case Study 

 

Figure 6 shows a 110-kV, 40-km line fed from a step-up transformer. The transformer is 

delta-wye connected with grounded neutral at the line side. The load at the end of the 

transmission line is 120 MVA, with a power factor of 0.87 (lagging). The entire load is 

suddenly disconnected by opening a switch at the receiving end of the line. Since the 

line is not too long and the voltage not too high, the Ferranti effect will not take place, 

so it should be assumed that there will not be voltage rise at the receiving end of the line 

with respect to its sending end. Plots of Figure 7 show the simulation results obtained 

when the generator exciter is included in the model. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Load rejection. Diagram of the test system. 

 

These results may be justified as follows. Since the generator exciter is included, the 

generator voltage comes back to its nominal value, and since the Ferranti effect is 

negligible, voltages at the transformer secondary and the receiving end of the line are 

basically the same once the load has been disconnected.  

 

In this case the voltage rise at the remote end of the line is the result of several effects: 

the internal voltage drop in the transformer, which is almost negligible after load 

rejection, the voltage increase caused by the transformer ratio, which is working with a 

tap that produces a secondary voltage above the rated voltage (i.e., 110 kV) to 

compensate for the internal voltage drop, and the voltage drop along the line, which can 

be also assumed negligible.  

 

Note, however, that although the steady state voltage rise at the remote end of the line 

above the rated voltage is not too high (about a 7%), the initial transient overvoltage 

reaches a value of 1.5 pu. It is also interesting to observe that the voltage rise in 

percentage of the initial voltage is more than 20%, since this initial voltage is below the 

90% of the rated voltage as a consequence of the voltage drops in the transformer and 

the line. 

 

Without the exciter model, there would be voltage rises at the generator terminals, at the 

secondary side of the transformer and at the remote end line terminals; consequently, 

the rise would be even higher and rather unrealistic. 
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Figure 7. Load rejection study: Simulation results with control of generator excitation. 

(a) Voltage at generator terminal. (b) Rms voltage at generator terminal (in pu). (c) 

Voltage at the receiving end of the transmission line. (d) Rms voltage at the receiving 

end of the transmission line. (e) Generator exciter voltage. 
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4.4. Mitigation of Load Rejection Overvoltages 

 

Overvoltages caused by load rejection can be controlled by shunt reactors, series 

capacitors or static compensators. The mechanism that leads to a reduction of the TOV 

can be justified by assuming that after compensation the new shunt reactance is 

composed of the original reactance CX  and a compensating shunt reactance shX ; then, 

the effective capacitive reactance can be approached by: 

 

C
Cnew

C sh1 /

X
X

X X



 (15) 

 

The effect of shX  is to increase the effective reactance and to reduce the TOV. 

 

Shunt reactors are placed at the ends of the line sections. They reduce transient 

overvoltages in the same way as TOVs. They can also provide the draining of trapped 

charges on isolated line sections which avoids excessive transient voltages when 

reclosing the line. 

 

Shunt compensation may be seen as a reduction of the surge impedance, which can be a 

desirable condition in the initial phase of the system; i.e., when it operates with a light 

load. When the system is later operated at higher loads, the increased reactive demand 

of a line will cause an elevated excitation in the generators; this can have, on one hand, 

the favorable effect that the system becomes stiffer and exhibits a better performance 

with respect to stability, and, on the other hand, an unfavorable effect on both temporary 

and transient overvoltages, which will be higher. 

 

The application of shunt compensation may take advantage of shunt reactors with a 

variable magnetizing characteristic; that is, to use saturation in a favorable way: once 

the point of increased magnetizing is exceeded then the reactor consumes an increased 

fundamental current component which effectively means augmented shunt 

compensation (Glavitsch, 1980). Obviously, reactors of this type produce harmonics 

which may act in an unfavorable way and even cause TOVs. According to Glavitsch 

(1980), the third harmonic plays a key role and consequently the zero-sequence system 

as seen from the location of the reactors. These reactors can be successfully applied to 

line lengths beyond 300 km. Below 300 km the third harmonic voltage is superimposed 

in an unfavorable way producing TOVs with a frequency of oscillation higher than the 

power frequency. However the absolute size of the voltages for these line lengths 

should be of no concern to the system planner. Load rejection overvoltages can be 

reduced from a level of 1.5 pu for linear reactors to a level of about 1.3 pu for gapped-

core reactors. 

 

When employing permanently connected reactors, reactive current has to be supplied 

during normal operation causing a reduction of the surge impedance loading, increased 

losses and an elevated excitation in the generators. This can be avoided by switching the 

reactors; i.e., connecting them when energizing the line and when shedding load. This 

can only be made to a limited extent because the switching operation during load 

shedding cannot be carried out fast enough. This may justify the use of reactors with an 
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extreme magnetizing characteristic; i.e., a negligible magnetizing current in the normal 

operating region and a rather flat characteristic above the rated flux (Glavitsch, 1980). 

Such reactor requires a special design to compensate the harmonics which make the 

equipment relatively expensive. 

 

A more flexible compensation can be achieved by means of a static VAr compensator 

(SVC), in which thyristors are used control the reactive current through the inductance. 

The firing angle of two thyristors in an anti-parallel arrangement is used to control the 

current through the inductance, and determines the fundamental current which is a 

reactive current. The control range goes from zero to a maximum power of XV /2 , 

where V  is the line voltage and X  the reactance. Figure 8 shows a simplified diagram 

of this system arrangement. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Single line diagram of a static VAr compensator. 

 

The response of this compensation scheme is rather fast and only limited by the delays 

of the electronic regulator and the inherent time constant of the power circuit. A feasible 

response time is of the order of 10 ms, which means that for TOVs the effectiveness of 

this device is unquestionable, and it can be also considered for transient overvoltages. 

To take full advantage of the potential of reactive-power control, the compensator is 

usually complemented by capacitor banks to allow the supply of reactive power at a 

leading power factor to the system, see Figure 8. For reduction of TOVs, the decisive 

parameter is the inductance of the compensator. This compensation scheme can reduce 

reactive power during normal operation and quickly restore compensation in case of 

load rejection. Continuous control of reactive power is beneficia1 for the load flow, 

stability and the security of supply, which in certain cases may be the dominant aspect 

of controllable reactive compensation. 

 

4.5. Conclusion 

 

TOVs caused by load rejection are affected by the Ferranti effect in transmission lines. 

A very unfavorable condition is the load rejection of inductive reactive load. The sub-

transient voltage step in a generator rises with a decreasing power factor, and rises with 

the rated power of the generator. Obviously, TOVs caused by partial load rejection with 

constant inductive reactive load are smaller than those caused by total load rejection. 

 

Reactive compensation, either in the form of fixed shunt compensation or controllable 

compensation, is a common means to reduce these TOVs, and it can be supplemented 
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by appropriately structuring the system and by fast-acting voltage regulators in 

generators and transformers. 

- 

- 

- 
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